Sponsors

Our team at accSenSe has been focused on building the largest OKTA integration company
in one of the most challenging markets and ecosystems in the last few years – the Israeli
high-tech niche. 


After running through endless Cloud Identity Access Management system implementation
use-cases and disasters, the accSenSe team decided to solve the most significant problem
of modern organizations relying on SaaS solutions.


We developed a platform to manage and protect cloud Identity and Access Management
systems to ensure business as usual isn’t just a phrase.

BOOTH EE2

WEBSITE

Active Cyber is a rapid growth cloud consultancy partnered with the top technology leaders
to address the most demanding challenges organizations face today. We accomplish
excellence with our award-winning portfolio of Cybersecurity, Enterprise Planning, and Data 
& Analytics partners. At our core, we provide advisory and first-class professional services 
to ingrain best practices, continuous adoption, and leading-edge transformation.


Our proven engagement models yield high time-to-value and nurture growth for our
customers through innovation.

BOOTH EE7

WEBSITE

Adaptive Shield is the SaaS Security Posture Management Platform (SSPM) that enables
security teams to gain complete control of their SaaS apps.

BOOTH EE12

WEBSITE

Appaegis Enterprise Access Browser redefines the standard for secure access with complete
control by integrating identity, continuous monitoring, and visibility. It protects against data
loss, identity theft and malware.

BOOTH EE11

WEBSITE

1

Aquera extends Okta’s HR-as-a-Master and user provisioning to any cloud or on-premises HR
application including over 40 HR applications and 400 downstream applications, databases
and directories. Many of Aquera’s connectors are listed in the Okta Integration Network but
100s are not. Please stop by our booth to learn more.

BOOTH EE9

WEBSITE

Arctic Wolf® is a global leader in security operations, delivering a premier cloud-native security
operations platform designed to end cyber risk. Powered by threat telemetry spanning
endpoint, network, and cloud sources, the Arctic Wolf® Security Operations Cloud ingests and
analyzes more than two trillion security events a week across the globe, enabling critical
outcomes for security use cases and optimizing customers’ disparate security solutions. The
Arctic Wolf® Platform delivers automated threat detection and response at scale, and
empowers organizations of virtually any size to establish world-class security operations with
the push of a button.

BOOTH S1

WEBSITE

Arkose Labs is the global leader in bot management. Its mission is to create an online
environment where all consumers are protected from malicious activity. The Arkose Labs AIbased platform combines powerful risk assessments with dynamic attack response that
undermines the ROI behind bot attacks while improving good user throughput. The company
offers the world’s first and only $1 million credential stuffing warranty. Headquartered in San
Mateo, CA with offices in Brisbane and Sydney, Australia, San Jose, Costa Rica, and London,
UK, Arkose Labs debuted as the 83rd fastest-growing company in North America on the 2021
Deloitte Fast500 ranking.

BOOTH E10

WEBSITE

authID.ai is a leading provider of secure, biometric identity authentication solutions using
Human Factor Authentication delivered by Verified.

BOOTH E11

WEBSITE

Authomize is the first Cloud Identity & Access Security Platform, continuously monitoring
identities, assets, access privileges, and activities to find and mitigate risks and threats.

BOOTH E17

WEBSITE

2

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted 
cloud platform.

WEBSITE

Backupta protects your Okta tenants from human-related risks.

We provide a SaaS solution which backs your Okta configuration and users up; and restores it
to help you recover from a disaster within minutes. To prevent disasters from even happening,
Backupta monitors configuration changes and alerts you depending on your preferences and
the event’s criticity. Built by certified Okta consultants and former executives from leading
ISVs, Backupta is a secure platform addressing both Workforce and Customer IAM use cases
and is compatible with OIE.

BOOTH S4

WEBSITE

BeyondID is a leading provider of managed identity services that helps companies assess,
acquire, deploy and manage their cybersecurity and cloud service needs. BeyondID is one of
the first Okta Diamond Partners and has the most Okta certified professionals in Okta's
partner ecosystem, second only to Okta itself. BeyondID enables organizations to streamline
their adoption process and ensure that their implementations are secure, agile, and future
proof. A few of the customers that trust BeyondID to keep their companies safe and secure
include ASTM, ATN International, Bain Capital, Biogen, Discount Tire, FedEx, Gundersen Health
Systems, Johnson Financial Group, Major League Baseball, Mayo Clinic, Northern Trust,
TDECU, and VF Corporation.

BOOTH P2

WEBSITE

CDW Corporation is a leading multi-brand provider of information technology solutions to
business, government, education and healthcare customers in the United States, the United
Kingdom and Canada. A Fortune 500 company and member of the S&P 500 Index, CDW was
founded in 1984 and employs over 13,000 coworkers.

BOOTH E6

WEBSITE

Hyper-Scale Authorization, Privacy & Consent for Any Identity

BOOTH EE10

WEBSITE
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Code42 is the leader in Insider Risk Management. Native to the cloud, the Code42® Incydr™
solution rapidly detects data loss and speeds incident response without inhibiting employee
productivity. Amplifying the effectiveness of Incydr are the Code42® Instructor™ microlearning
solution, and Incydr’s full suite of expert services. With Code42, security professionals can
protect corporate data and reduce insider threats while fostering an open and collaborative
culture for employees. Innovative organizations, including the fastest-growing security
companies, rely on Code42 to safeguard their ideas.

BOOTH E2

WEBSITE

ConductorOne secures identity in your apps and infrastructure through least privilege access
controls. Automate user provisioning and access requests.

BOOTH EE6

WEBSITE

CrowdStrike is the world’s most advanced cloud-native platform for protecting critical areas
of enterprise risk — endpoints and cloud workloads, identity and data.

BOOTH G6

WEBSITE

Critical assets and systems remain exposed because traditional secure access solutions have
not been able to protect the legacy and custom apps that make up the last mile. Cyolo’s
purpose-built Unified Digital Access Management solution works alongside any and every
existing security software to bring secure, frictionless and agentless user access to the edge.
Within minutes of configuring, the last mile for IT, OT, and other critical infrastructures are
protected with no change management. Now work can happen everywhere without
compromising any security controls.

BOOTH EE13

WEBSITE

Deloitte provides audit, assurance, tax, legal, consulting, and risk advisory services to many
organizations including Fortune Global 500® companies

BOOTH P1

WEBSITE
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Foxpass's cloud-hosted, certificate-based RADIUS service provides enterprise-grade Wi-Fi
security to provide employee access while blocking intruders.

BOOTH EE5

WEBSITE

Glean searches across all your company’s apps to help you find exactly what you need and
discover the things you should know. Its powerful unified search understands who you are, to
instantly deliver highly personalized results. It surfaces knowledge and makes connections
with the people who can help—making it easier for you and your team to get big things done.
Glean takes <2 hours for setup, and doesn’t require any engineering talent for implementation.
Glean is led by Arvind Jain (Google, Co-Founder of Rubrik), T.R. Vishwanath (Microsoft,
Facebook), Tony Gentilcore (Google), and Piyush Prahladka (Google, Uber), with funding from
General Catalyst, Lightspeed Venture Partners, Kleiner Perkins, and The Slack Fund.

BOOTH EE5

WEBSITE

HYPR fixes the way the world logs in. HYPR’s True Passwordless(TM) MFA platform decouples
authentication from the organization’s identity providers and eliminates the traditional tradeoff between security and user experience by providing uncompromising assurance and
consumer-grade experience. HYPR is trusted by more than 60 million users worldwide,
including two of the top four US banks and a Fortune 10 healthcare company. By eliminating
the password and deployments taking hours rather than weeks or months, organizations
decrease the risk of a cyber attack, increase positive user experience, and lower operational
costs.

BOOTH E15

WEBSITE

iC Consult is the world’s leading independent advisory, systems integrator, and managed
services provider for Identity & Access Management.

BOOTH S2

WEBSITE

Identity & Access Solutions is an IAM service organization that solves complex challenges for
our clients in cloud, on-prem, and hybrid environments.

BOOTH E19

WEBSITE
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The Infinipoint solution is a cloud-delivered modern device trust security platform that
protects access to all applications, for any user, from anywhere. Infinipoint verifies users’
identities, pairs them to authorized devices, and offers deep insights into your users’ device
posture. We give you a robust policy engine as well as the controls needed to limit access
based on the specific device makeup. With Infinipoint, you get a robust policy engine offering
advanced, real-time protection against risky device access as well as a real-time remediation
engine for a frictionless user experience. This combination of user and device trust builds a
strong foundation for a zero-trust security model.

BOOTH EE3

WEBSITE

Jamf offers everything an organization needs to manage and secure Apple at work.


Jamf’s purpose is to simplify work; our software helps organizations manage and secure their
devices while still providing the same powerful Apple experience people know and love. 


Jamf preserves and extends the native Apple experience, allowing employees to use their
Apple devices at work as they do in their personal lives, while retaining their privacy and
fulfilling IT’s enterprise requirements around deployment, access and security.

BOOTH S5

WEBSITE

We’re Kandji: the Apple device management and security platform that empowers secure and
productive global work

BOOTH E3

WEBSITE

LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and analytics to provide insights that
help organizations assess, predict, and manage risk.

BOOTH G3

WEBSITE

Lucid offers a leading visual collaboration suite that helps teams see and build the future from
idea to reality. With its products—Lucidchart, Lucidspark, and Lucidscale—teams can align
around a shared vision, clarify complexity, and collaborate visually, no matter where they're
located. Top businesses use Lucid's products all around the world, including 99% of the
Fortune 500. Lucid's partners include industry leaders such as Google, Atlassian, Amazon
Web Services, Salesforce, and Microsoft.

BOOTH E1

WEBSITE
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Material Security uses ubiquitous tools in unexpected ways to understand and mitigate risk in
cloud office apps. Material is known and loved in the security community for protecting cloud
email at global media and financial conglomerates, large tech companies, and highly-targeted
public sector organizations. The platform connects in minutes to Microsoft and Google
environments to analyze risk, detect threats, automatically investigate incidents, and
crowdsource mitigation with end-users via novel integrations with identity providers like Okta,
Duo, Ping, and Microsoft Azure AD. The company was started in response to the 2016 Election
hacks, is backed by Andreessen Horowitz, and was recently valued at $1.1B. Material is singletenant, can be deployed in the customer’s cloud, and Material personnel do not need access
to customer data. Material also protects the personal accounts of high-risk VIPs.

BOOTH EE1

WEBSITE

Since 2003, Mimecast has stopped bad things from happening to good organizations by
enabling them to Work Protected. We empower more than 40,000 customers to help mitigate
risk and manage complexities across a threat landscape driven by malicious cyberattacks,
human error, and technology fallibility. Our advanced solutions provide the proactive threat
detection, brand protection, awareness training, and data retention capabilities that evolving
workplaces need today. Mimecast solutions are designed to transform email and
collaboration security into the eyes and ears of organizations worldwide.

BOOTH G5

WEBSITE

Netskope, a global cybersecurity leader, is redefining cloud, data, and network security. The
Netskope platform provides optimized access and zero trust security for people, devices, and
data anywhere they go.

BOOTH E7

WEBSITE

Optiv is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise to
nearly 6,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise,
deploy and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security
services to risk, integration and technology solutions. With clients at the center of our
unmatched ecosystem of people, products, partners and programs, we accelerate business
progress like no other company can. At Optiv, we manage cyber risk so you can secure your

full potential.

BOOTH S7

WEBSITE
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Palo Alto Networks is the world’s cybersecurity leader. We innovate to outpace cyberthreats,
so organizations can embrace technology with confidence. We provide next-gen
cybersecurity to thousands of customers globally, across all sectors. Our best-in-class
cybersecurity platforms and services are backed by industry-leading threat intelligence and
strengthened by state-of-the-art automation. Whether deploying our products to enable the
Zero Trust Enterprise, responding to a security incident, or partnering to deliver better security
outcomes through a world-class partner ecosystem, we’re committed to helping ensure each
day is safer than the one before. It’s what makes us the cybersecurity partner of choice. 


At Palo Alto Networks, we’re committed to bringing together the very best people in service of
our mission, so we’re also proud to be the cybersecurity workplace of choice, recognized
among Newsweek’s Most Loved Workplaces (2021), Comparably Best Companies for
Diversity (2021), and HRC Best Places for LGBTQ Equality (2022).

BOOTH G4

WEBSITE

Productiv is the only SaaS IntelligenceTM Platform for the modern enterprise. More than a
SaaS management solution, Productiv aligns IT, finance, procurement, and business leaders
with trusted data to proactively govern and drive operational efficiency while increasing
employee engagement across SaaS applications. This employee-centric, data-driven
approach combines billions of employee app usage data-points with vendor contract and
organizational data, enabling teams to easily come together to optimize spend, manage
renewals, and rationalize SaaS portfolios with automated workflows. Productiv is on a mission
to align IT and business leaders to unlock the most value out of their SaaS portfolio at scale.

BOOTH E9

WEBSITE

Proofpoint is a leading cybersecurity company that protects organizations’ greatest assets
and biggest risks: their people. With an integrated suite of cloud-based solutions, we help
companies around the world stop targeted threats, safeguard their data, and make their users
more resilient against cyber attacks. Leading organizations of all sizes, including more than
half of the Fortune 1000, rely on us for people-centric security and compliance solutions that
mitigate their most critical risks across email, the cloud, social media, and the web.

BOOTH S3

WEBSITE

PwC is a passionate community of solvers coming together in unexpected ways. Our purpose
—to build trust in society and solve important problems—is at the core of everything we do. It
guides how we serve our clients, our people and the world. To help our clients build trust and
deliver sustained outcomes, PwC provides professional services across two segments: Trust
Solutions and Consulting Solutions. Within these segments we bring a range of capabilities to
help organizations solve faster, solve more and realize more value. Our dedicated
professionals help clients with capabilities ranging from cloud and digital, deals, ESG,
cybersecurity and privacy, governance/boards, risk, transformation, tax services and much
more. Across our global network of more than 295,000 people in 156 countries, we are
committed to advancing quality in everything we do.

BOOTH S9

WEBSITE
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Radiant Logic, the enterprise Identity Data Fabric company, helps organizations by making
identity data easy to use, manage, and protect. The RadiantOne Platform turns identity data
into a strategic asset, enabling organizations to improve decision making, accelerate
innovation, and minimize risk.


Built to overcome identity sprawl and technical debt, RadiantOne unifies identity information
from disparate sources across legacy and cloud infrastructures to create an authoritative data
pipeline that drives: Zero Trust Architecture; merger and acquisition integrations or
divestitures; access, governance & administration processes; cloud initiatives; customer
identity projects; directory modernization; and more.

BOOTH E8

WEBSITE

Ridge IT Corporation is a leader in implementing Cloud Technologies, cyber security, and Zero
Trust Architectures with over 700 protected or managed clients covering over 250,000 users.
We curate solutions through the integration and layering of best-in-class cyber security
software so we can detect and act on any potential threats our clients face. We believe in
consistently attacking, validating, and hardening our clients’ security posture, keeping them in
a constant state of Cyber Readiness. Our clients enjoy peace of mind knowing they have the
industry’s best solutions implemented and are constantly tested against the most recent
adversaries. Using this methodology, we excel at delivering reliable cyber security to our
customers.

BOOTH E18

WEBSITE

SecZetta is the leading provider of third-party identity management solutions. Our solutions
enable organizations to execute risk-based identity access and lifecycle strategies for diverse
non-employee populations. Because the solution suite is purpose-built, it’s uniquely able to
manage the complex relationships organizations have with non-employees in a single, easyto-use application that simultaneously helps facilitate commercial initiatives, support
regulatory compliance, and reduce third-party risk.

BOOTH E16

WEBSITE

Silverfort is the leader in Identity Threat Protection, enabling secure authentication and access
in a unified manner across all corporate resources, both on-premises and in the cloud, to
detect and stop identity-based attacks including account takeover and ransomware
propagation. Using patented technology, Silverfort enforces its protection as a layer on top of
the customer’s existing IAM infrastructure, without requiring modifications to endpoints,
servers or applications – a capability which is unmatched in the market. This includes
resources that couldn’t be protected before, such as legacy applications, command-line
interfaces, industrial systems, machine-to-machine access and more.

BOOTH E5

WEBSITE

9

Slack is your Digital HQ–a place where work flows between your people, systems, partners
and customers. Slack breaks down communication silos inside and beyond your organization
by bringing teams and tools together around common goals, projects and processes in
channels and in Slack Connect. It removes the limits of physical walls, giving people the
flexibility to do their best work where, when and how they prefer with huddles and clips. And it
empowers everyone to automate common tasks with apps and workflows. In the digital-first
era, Slack makes work simpler, more pleasant and more productive.

BOOTH S6

WEBSITE

StrongDM is a People-First Access platform that gives technical staff a direct route to the
critical infrastructure they need to be their most productive.

BOOTH G2

WEBSITE

TechJutsu, a boutique Gold Delivery Partner &amp; winner of the Okta Innovation Award.
Extend Okta verification to the help desk today with Caller Verify!

BOOTH EE4

WEBSITE

Headquartered in Houston, Texas (U.S.) and founded in 1998, Tecnics is a Gold Tier Okta
Services Partner. Tecnics has a global presence with Regional Offices and Development
Centers in EMEA and Asia-Pac. We possess strong capabilities in CIAM, Workforce, API
Development, SCIM, OAG (certified delivery partner), Workflow Integrations, and Custom
Development. In addition to deep Okta services delivery expertise, Tecnics has built multiple
products that extend Okta’s identity platform to desktops and have helped Okta close several
marquee deals. While creating a differentiator for ourselves in the market, our goal is to help
Okta compete better and become the global identity standard.

BOOTH E14

WEBSITE

Tevora is a specialized management consultancy that focuses on cybersecurity, risk, and
compliance services. With offices in California, New York and Virginia our experienced
consultants are devoted to supporting executives in protecting their organization’s digital
assets. We ensure your executives have the tools and guidance they need to prevent and
respond to daily threats.


Our expert advisors take the time to learn about each organization’s unique pressures and
challenges, to help identify and execute the best solutions for each case. We take a hands-on
approach to each new partnership and apply our cumulative learnings to continually
strengthen the company’s digital defenses.

BOOTH E12

WEBSITE
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Torii is the enterprise SaaS management company that developed an automation-focused
platform for the enterprise to manage all software. Torii’s SaaS management platform helps
companies discover, optimize and automate their software usage, spend and compliance.
Torii’s customers include Delivery Hero, Fiverr, Instacart, Monday.com and Palo Alto Networks.
Automation is present across every facet of Torii’s platform, helping companies make
accurate intelligence-driven decisions relating to software usage, spend and compliance.
Automated discovery - Torii's Unified Software Graph uses Machine Learning to analyze
millions of events and data points across identity management systems, ERPs, collaboration
platforms, HR systems, expense management systems, and internet browser extensions.
Automated app management - Torii provides a single, aggregated view of all discovered apps
to provide complete transparency into enterprise-wide SaaS usage and spend. Torii boasts
deep integration with 100+ SaaS applications, 25% of which can be fully managed.
Automated, no-code workflows - Torii’s Orchestration Engine offers an easy to use no-code
engine to create and deploy automation workflows for every SaaS application.

BOOTH E13

WEBSITE

tru.ID is a new authentication method designed to help businesses fight the persistent threat
of cybercrime. tru.ID leverages the cryptographic security of the SIM card to provide a mobilenative, phishing-resistant mobile possession factor that uses proven security already
deployed in mobile networks. tru.ID is integrated with leading CIAM platforms to provide SIMbased authentication for identity and access management in registration, login and
verification journeys. tru.ID is live in 20 countries covering 2bn+ mobile subscribers, and is
rolling out globally.

BOOTH EE14

WEBSITE

Veza is the authorization platform for data. Built for hybrid, multi-cloud environments, Veza
enables organizations to easily understand, manage and control who can and should take
what action on what data. We empower customers to take an identity-first approach to
secure data by addressing critical business needs of streamlining access governance,
implementing data lake security, managing cloud entitlements, and modernizing privileged
access. Our Authorization Graph connects identities and their relationships to data across
enterprise systems, enabling analysis, monitoring, and certification of end-to-end access.
Global enterprises like Blackstone, ASAPP, Barracuda Networks, Choice Hotels, and a number
of Fortune 500 and emerging organizations trust Veza to secure their enterprise data.
Founded in 2020, Veza is headquartered in Los Gatos, California, and is funded by Accel, Bain
Capital, Ballistic Ventures, GV, Norwest Venture Partners, and True Ventures.

BOOTH EE8

WEBSITE

As the inventor of the YubiKey, Yubico makes secure login easy and available for everyone.
The company has been a leader in setting global standards for secure access to computers,
mobile devices, and more. Yubico is a creator and core contributor to the FIDO2, WebAuthn,
and FIDO Universal 2nd Factor (U2F), and open authentication standards. 


YubiKeys are the gold standard for phishing-resistant multi-factor authentication (MFA),
enabling a single device to work across hundreds of consumer and enterprise applications
and services. Yubico is privately held, with a presence around the globe.

BOOTH E4

WEBSITE
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Zilla Security provides an identity security platform to deliver access visibility, reviews, lifecycle
management, and policy-based security remediation.

BOOTH EE15

WEBSITE

Zscaler (NASDAQ: ZS) accelerates digital transformation so customers can be more agile,
efficient, resilient, and secure. The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange protects thousands of
customers from cyberattacks and data loss by securely connecting users, devices, and
applications in any location. Distributed across more than 150 data centers globally, the SSEbased Zero Trust Exchange is the world’s largest in-line cloud security platform.

BOOTH G1

WEBSITE

As the world leader in SaaS Management and Optimization, Zylo enables companies to
organize, optimize, and orchestrate SaaS.

BOOTH S8

WEBSITE
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